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NC-MOPSO: A network centrality guided
multi-objective particle swarm optimization for
transport optimization on networks
Jiexin Wu, Cunlai Pu and Shuxin Ding
Abstract—Transport processes are universal in real-world
complex networks, such as communication and transportation
networks. As the increase of the traffic in these complex networks,
problems like traffic congestion and transport delay are becoming
more and more serious, which call for a systematic optimization
of these networks. In this paper, we formulate a multi-objective
optimization problem (MOP) to deal with the enhancement of
network capacity and efficiency simultaneously, by appropriately
adjusting the weights of edges in networks. To solve this problem,
we provide a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA)
based on particle swarm optimization (PSO) with crowding
distance, namely network centrality guided multi-objective PSO
(NC-MOPSO). Specifically, in the framework of PSO, we propose
a hybrid population initialization mechanism and a local search
strategy by employing the network centrality theory to enhance
the quality of initial solutions and strengthen the exploration of
the search space, respectively. Simulation experiments performed
on network models and real networks show that our algorithm
has better performance than three state-of-the-art alternatives on
several most-used metrics.
Index Terms—Network centrality, transport processes, multi-
objective optimization, particle swarm optimization.
I. INTRODUCTION
IN modern society, our life relies so much on various infras-tructure networks, including transport, communication and
power networks, to deliver either tangible quantities, such as
goods and travelers, or intangible quantities, like information
and electricity. The performance of transport processes on
these infrastructure networks significantly affects the quality
of our life. Meanwhile, with the rapid development of society,
the traffic load on these networks increases exponentially. For
example, recent Cisco traffic studies [1] show that Internet
traffic has experienced an explosive increase with the contin-
uously growing number of applications. The increasing traffic
poses a great challenge to the scalability of networks, and thus
calls for a systematic optimization for transport on networks.
The performance of network transport can be measured
from different aspects. On one hand, we care about the
maximum amount of traffic a network can transport in a period
of time, which is usually called network capacity. Many factors
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affect network capacity [2]. For instance, generally, the larger
processing capability of nodes and links, the larger network
capacity will be achieved [3]; homogenous networks have
larger transport capacity than heterogeneous ones [4]; the more
diverse delivery paths, the larger network capacity [5]. On the
other hand, the average number of hops [6] is also a critical
metric in transport, since quantities are always expected to
be delivered as fast as possible. This metric is also affected
by the network structure, node capability, routing paths, etc.
Therefore, we can optimize network transport performance by
considering these factors.
Optimizing the “hard” factors such as network structure
and node capability usually results in a large cost and is
even impossible in many cases. A more feasible way is to
optimize the routing strategies in network transport, which
determine how quantities are delivered from their sources to
destinations. The shortest path (SP) routing [7] is the most
representative in real applications, which selects the path with
the minimum number of edges to transport quantities. In this
routing strategy, all edges are regarded as equivalent. However,
in real-world networks, edges are different as demonstrated by
their weights of various forms. For example, the weight of an
edge in computer networks can be defined according to its
actual bandwidth [8]. In air traffic networks, the weight of an
edge can be quantified by the number of passengers on the
flights passing through it. Based on our needs, we can even
manually allocate the edge weights to influence the selection
of transport paths in network transport optimization.
A. Our motivation
In the SP routing strategy, highly connected (hub) nodes
are prone to be congested first because they are usually
the intersections of many shortest paths [9]. The congestion
will then spread to other nodes. This cascading congestion
problem significantly affects the network delivery capacity.
To increase network capacity, we can modify the SP routing
strategy to avoid the hub nodes. However, any modification
will increase the average number of hops in principle. As a
result, it is contradictory to enhance the network capacity
and minimize the average number of hops at the same time.
Our motivation is then to find the best edge weight allocation
scheme, which will achieve the optimal balance between
network capacity and the average number of hops. The joint
optimization of these two metrics is NP-hard [6]. Thus,
multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) are suitable
2to be applied in our problem, which generate a set of Pareto
optimal solutions in a single run.
A number of popular MOEAs have been developed in
the past few decades, such as the Non-dominated Sorting
Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) [10] and MOPSO [11]. The
advantage of MOPSO mainly lies in that it requires very few
assumptions or mathematical conditions about the problem.
There are, however, two main flaws of MOPSO. One is the
early convergence to a local optimum and the other is the
loss of the diversity of particles during iterations. We employ
the theory of network centrality from network science to deal
with these flaws and further develop an improved MOPSO.
B. Contributions of this paper
1) We formulate a multi-objective optimization problem
(MOP) of network transport with two correlated ob-
jectives; one is to maximize the delivery capacity of
the network, and the other is to minimize the average
number of hops. By solving this MOP, we can obtain the
optimal tradeoff between network capacity and efficiency
in network transport.
2) We propose a MOEA called network centrality guided
MOPSO (NC-MOPSO) to solve the network transport
optimization problem. In this algorithm, we develop a
hybrid swarm initialization strategy, in which a heuristic
method based on node betweenness is applied to produce
a fraction of high-quality initial solutions. Furthermore,
we incorporate the knowledge of edge centrality into the
local search to expand the searching space of the swarm.
We also analyze the space and time complexity of the
proposed algorithm.
3) We validate our algorithm by conducting comparative
experiments on both network models and real-world
networks. Specifically, we compare NC-MOPSO with
three state-of-the-art MOEAs, i.e., NSGA-II, MOPSOCD
and MOPSOCDELS in terms of three most popular
performance metrics. The experimental results show that
NC-MOPSO outperforms these competitors in all cases.
We also analyze the convergence of the algorithms.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II provides an overview of related works. In Section III, we
present the traffic model and network transport optimization
problem. In Section IV, we introduce the framework of NC-
MOPSO. The experiment results and performance analysis
are provided in Section V. Finally, this paper is concluded
in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORKS
The related works of our paper are presented in two
parts. One is about network transport optimization from
the perspective of network science, and the other is multi-
objective optimization and its representative algorithms. We
also discuss the connection and difference between our work
and the related works.
A. Transport optimization on complex networks
The transport processes involved in various complex net-
works have attracted a lot of attention in the past few decades.
The biggest concern is traffic congestion problem. Many ap-
proaches have been proposed to mitigate the traffic congestion
and improve the delivery capacity of networks. Essentially,
the capacity of a network is determined by its topological
structure. Networks with scale-free topologies tend to cause
a pretty uneven distribution of traffic load, which limits the
delivery capacity. Many attempts have been made to optimize
network topological structures, such as removing some links or
nodes and adding some links between nodes with long distance
[12].
Another effective way to improve the network capacity is
optimizing resource allocation in complex networks. The net-
work resources including link bandwidth and node processing
capability are usually finite. It is necessary to optimize the
usage of these limited resources to achieve good transport
performance. Wu et al. [13] proposed an allocation strategy for
node processing capacity based on the node usage probability.
Ref. [14] provides a global dynamic bandwidth allocation
strategy, in which the bandwidth of each link is set to be
proportional to the real-time queue length of the output buffer.
Liu et al. [15] studied the joint optimization of node capacity
and traffic flow rate in complex communication networks.
The above strategies, however, are often costly or impossible
in practice, since they are devoted to manipulating the hard
factors, such as network topology and resource. A more prac-
tical direction is to optimize the routing strategy of the traffic.
The traditional SP strategy only considers the path length and
is vulnerable to traffic congestion. Other improved routing
protocols considered not only path length, but also node degree
[16], node load [17], memory information [18], next-nearest
neighbors [19], etc. Generally, for any routing protocol, more
information used in routing decisions will contribute to better
performance, nevertheless, the computational cost will also be
larger.
The previous works mainly focused on the optimization
of network capacity, which may be at the cost of degenerat-
ing other important transport performances, e.g., the average
number of hops. In our work, we simultaneously consider
two objectives, i.e., network capacity and average number
of hops. Furthermore, different from the methodology of the
aforementioned works, we employ evolutionary algorithms to
optimize network transport performance.
B. Multi-objective evolutionary algorithms
Multi-objective optimization is an effective framework to
deal with plenty of real-world problems involving multi-
ple conflicting optimization objectives [20]. The solution of
MOPs is known to be a Pareto front (PF), which consists
of nondominated solutions. MOEAs are population-based al-
gorithms that naturally lead to Pareto optimal solutions and
have been successfully applied to deal with MOPs. Over
the past few decades, various MOEAs have been developed,
which show outstanding performance on many complex multi-
objective benchmark functions. Zitzler et al. [21] proposed
3the strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm (SPEA), which
involves a novel niching method to preserve the diversity of the
population. SPEA2 [22], an updated version of SPEA, adopts
three mechanisms, namely a fine-grained fitness assignment,
a density estimation, and an enhanced archive truncation. The
nondominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA) [23], a more
promising type of MOEAs, integrates the classification of
nondominated fronts into the genetic algorithm. The main
disadvantages of NSGA are the high computational complexity
of nondominated sorting and the lack of elitism. To address
these issues, Deb et al. proposed an improved version, NSGA-
II [10], which supports the elitism of the swarm and fast
computation of nondominated sorting.
MOPSO [11], developed by extending the PSO, has been
proved to be one of the most popular optimization techniques
[24], [25]. Recently, many improved versions of MOPSO
have been proposed. Raquel et al. [26] provided MOPSOCD,
in which a metric named crowding distance is employed to
maintain the diversity of nondominated solutions. Zheng et al.
[27] used the comprehensive learning strategy to enhance the
diversity of the swarm in MOPSO. Han et al. [28] proposed
an adaptive gradient multi-objective particle swarm optimiza-
tion (AGMOPSO) algorithm to solve MOPs, which underlies
a multi-objective gradient to accelerate convergence of the
solution. To enhance the convergence and efficiency, Ding et
al. [29] considered multiple improvements in the framework
of MOPSOCD, such as global best selection and perturbation,
and further proposed an algorithm named MOPSOCDELS, in
which an elitist learning strategy is also involved to add more
diversity of the particles.
Although the mentioned algorithms usually show good
performance on benchmark functions, their performance can
not be guaranteed in real-world applications. In this paper, we
focus on a MOP in the scenario of network transport, and
use the MOEAs to solve it. In particular, in the framework
of MOPSO, we employ the theory of network centrality to
enhance the initialization and local search. The improved
MOPSO we provide show better performance than the state-
of-the-art MOEAs in the network transport optimization.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENTS
In this section, we present the network transport opti-
mization problem in detail. Firstly, we illustrate the widely
used traffic model. Secondly, we introduce the metrics for
evaluating network transport processes. Finally, we formulate
a MOP in network transport.
A. Traffic models
Network transport is a fundamental and ubiquitous pro-
cess in reality, e.g., packet transmission in the Internet and
passenger travel in transport networks. Despite the different
nature, transport processes in various networks have four
common essential elements: generation, storage, forwarding,
and routing of quantities of various kinds. A traffic model is
thus required to involve these critical elements to characterize
the essence of network transport. For the sake of concreteness,
we take packet transport in communication networks as an
example to elaborate the widely used traffic model. The edges
are assumed to have weights in communication networks,
which can be associated with the edge bandwidth in practice.
The traffic model [6] of a communication network is given as
follows:
Generation: Each node generates packets with a rate of
λ, thus at each time step an average of Nλ packets will be
inserted into the network, where N is the number of nodes.
The destination node of each packet is randomly selected from
the network excluding the source node.
Storage: Every node has an infinite queue for buffering
packets abiding by the first-in-first-out (FIFO) rule, which is a
representative way to schedule packets. When a node generates
or receives a packet, it will append the packet to the tail of
the queue.
Forwarding: The processing capability of a node is usually
limited. Without loss of generality, we assume that a node i
can deliver at most Ci packets at each time step. When a node
forwards a packet, it will check the corresponding destination
node; if the destination is one of its neighbors, the packet will
be directly delivered to the destination and then be removed
immediately; otherwise, the node will send the packet to the
next hop determined by the given routing strategy.
Routing: There could be multiple paths between the source
and destination. The routing strategy is used to select the
optimal path for delivering packets. In our work, we use a
generalized version of the SP routing, i.e., the smallest-weight
path (SWP) routing, which selects the path of the least sum
of edge weights.
The whole action flow of node i in one step of the packet
transport process is illustrated in Fig. 1, where Li represents
the number of packets in the queue of node i.
Fig. 1. The behavior of node i in a time step.
B. Metrics of network transport
We use two common metrics to evaluate network transport
processes: network capacity and average number of hops.
These two metrics are both determined by the routing between-
ness centrality [30], which is a basic measurement for network
components in network science. The routing betweenness
centrality of node i is defined as
Bi =
∑
s6=i6=t
nist
nst
,
4where nst is the number of routing paths from node s to
node t, and nist is the number of routing paths from node
s to node t that also pass through node i. According to this
definition, we can infer that the nodes with large betweenness
bear more traffic load than the nodes with small betweenness.
Thus, the onset of traffic congestion is often observed in large-
betweenness nodes. Generally, when the packet generation rate
λ surpasses a critical value λc, traffic congestion begins to
happen; hence, the critical packet generation rate is usually
taken as a measurement of network capacity. Liang et al. [9]
derived the critical packet generation rate
λc =
(N − 1)CLmax
BLmax
, (2)
where Lmax represents the index of the node with the largest
routing betweenness centrality. For simplicity, we further as-
sume that each node can deliver at most one packet at each
step, i.e., Ci = 1. Then, (2) can be simplified as
λc =
N − 1
BLmax
. (3)
In addition to network capacity, the average number of
hops is also a main indicator for the performance of network
transport. A small average number of hops means a fast
delivery of the packets when delivery delay is not considered.
The average number of hops can be calculated as
Havg =
Bavg
N − 1
, (4)
where Bavg represents the average routing betweenness cen-
trality of nodes in the network.
C. Multi-objective optimization formulation
We consider optimizing the routing strategy to obtain the
best compromise between two metrics in network transport,
i.e., network capacity and average number of hops. This
optimization problem is however very challenging since these
two metrics are contradictory in that enhancing one suppresses
the other. Moreover, it has been pointed out in [6] that
optimizing the network capacity is already NP-hard, meaning
that the time required for the computation of an exact solution
will increase with the number of network nodes faster than
any polynomial. Collectively, these difficulties call for an evo-
lutionary computation framework to handle our optimization
problem.
We formally define the dual optimization problem as fol-
lows. Given an undirected weighted network G = (V,E,X),
where V is the node set with N = |V | nodes, E is the edge
set with M = |E| edges, and X = (x1, x2, ..., xM )
T is a
M -dimensional vector, in which the element xe represents the
weight of the e-th edge. In the SWP routing, whether a path is
used to transport packets is determined by the weights of edges
in the path. The weight setting of the edges directly affects
the routing paths and eventually the routing betweenness of
each node. In other words, the node routing betweenness is
essentially a function of the edge weight. Considering the
weight vector X as a decision variable and formulating the
optimization problem as


max λc =
N − 1
max
i∈N
Bi(X)
min Havg =
∑N
i=1Bi(X)
N (N − 1)
(5)
s.t. Xe ∈ (0, 1], ∀Xe ∈ X, (6)
where Bi(X) is the routing betweenness of node i under the
weight vector X . The first objective maximizes the network
capacity, and the second one minimizes the average number
of hops. Note that we constrain the weight of each edge in
(0, 1] to avoid too many redundant solutions and accelerate
the convergence of the evolutionary computation. Therefore,
our optimization problem is naturally a constrained MOP,
whose solution is not a single optimum but a set of optimal
compromises.
IV. ALGORITHM SPECIFICATION AND IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we present a novel algorithm, namely NC-
MOPSO, to solve the defined transport optimization problem.
Specifically, we first present the framework of NC-MOPSO.
Then, we give a detailed description of its two key mech-
anisms: hybrid initialization and local search. Finally, we
discuss the complexity of NC-MOPSO.
A. NC-MOPSO for network transport optimization
PSO is a popular single-objective optimization algorithm
with fast convergence speed, simple framework and easy
implementation. In PSO, a swarm of particles is moving in
a given space to search for an optimal solution, each of which
has a position and velocity. The position vector of a particle
represents a candidate solution. In our problem, we let the
position of a particle i be Pi = (p1, p2, ..., pM )
T , where
pe ∈ (0, 1] is the weight of edge e and M is the number of
edges in the network. The position and velocity are updated
in the following way:


vt+1i = ω × v
t
i + c1 × r1 ×
(
ptipbest − p
t
i
)
+ c2 × r2 ×
(
ptgbest − p
t
i
)
pt+1i = p
t
i + v
t+1
i ,
(7)
where vi
t and pi
t are the velocity and position of particle i at
iteration time t, respectively; ω is the inertia weight; c1 and c2
are two acceleration coefficients; r1 and r2 are two learning
coefficients, which are randomly and independently selected
from interval [0, 1]; ptipbest is the best personal solution of
particle i until time t, while ptgbest is the best solution in the
entire swarm until time t.
MOPSOCD [26], the multi-objective version of PSO, is very
popular in solving MOPs. In MOPSOCD, at each iteration the
particles update their personal best solutions. Specifically, if
the current solution dominates the best one, i.e., the former is
better than the latter for all the objectives considered, then the
latter will be replaced by the former. The personal best solution
of each particle is put into an external archive, where the
5comparisons between the solutions are further conducted, and
the dominated ones are deleted accordingly. The mechanism
of crowding distance is used to measure the relative density
of non-dominated solutions in the external archive, and the
global best is selected randomly from a predefined top part of
the archive based on non-dominated rank, which together with
the personal best solutions guide the movement of particles
(see (7)). Note that the number of non-dominated solutions
increases with iterations until reaching the given size of the
archive. If the archive is not large enough, the solutions
with the smallest crowding distance will be discarded with
priority. After the maximum number of iteration is reached, the
solutions in the archive are the desired results of MOPSOCD.
In our work, we employ the MOPSOCD to solve the bi-
objective network optimization problem. In particular, we
employ the theory of network centrality to improve MOP-
SOCD, and propose a MOEA, NC-MOPSO, which can obtain
high-quality solutions for the defined transport optimization
problem. In NC-MOPSO, we develop novel strategies for
population initialization and local search, which cooperate
with each other to enhance the quality of solutions. The
framework of NC-MOPSO is given in Algorithm 1, which
consists of two parts: initialization (line 1 to line 6) and
updating (line 7 to line 20). First, an initial swarm is produced
by the proposed hybrid initialization strategy (Algorithm 2).
Afterwards, each particle will update its position and velocity
according to the given rules. The fitness and the personal best
position will update subsequently. All non-dominated solutions
are stored in an external archive, where the global best solution
is selected. Finally, the local search (Algorithm 3) performs
to explore the neighborhood of a part of the solutions in the
external archive. This cycle is reiterated until reaching the
stopping criterion. The algorithm returns the external archive
that contains the non-dominated solutions.
B. Hybrid initialization of particle swarm
A good initialization mechanism can not only reduce the
search space but also save time for algorithms to find the
global optimal solution. Instead of purely random initializa-
tion, we propose a hybrid initialization to provide better initial
solutions. In the hybrid initialization, we provide a heuristic
algorithm to produce a part of initial solutions. This heuristic
algorithm is an extension of the one in [6], which was used
to balance traffic load on nodes by iteratively minimizing the
maximum node betweenness. In our heuristic algorithm, we
merge the two objectives, i.e., network capacity and average
number of hops, into a single one through the following linear
combination [31] (Algorithm 2: line 1-7):
f = ω1 ∗
1
λc
+ ω2 ∗Havg, (8)
where ω1 and ω2 are two weight coefficients ranging in
[0.01, 0.99] with ω1+ω2 = 1. For a pair of weight coefficients,
the heuristic algorithm finds an optimal weight allocation
scheme, which leads to the minimum of the objective function
f (Algorithm 2: line 9-19). We can randomly select a portion
of heuristic solutions as part of the ultimate initial solutions.
The remaining solutions are generated randomly to ensure
Algorithm 1 Framework of NC-MOPSO algorithm.
Input: The adjacency matrix of a network; swarm size: pop;
max generation: maxgen; size of the external archive: s;
number of particles selected to execute local search: np.
Output: PF solutions. Each solution corresponds to a weight
allocation scheme.
1: Initialization;
2: Position initialization according to hybrid initialization:
P = {p1, p2, ..., ppop}
T
;
3: Velocity initialization: V = {v2, ..., vpop}
T
;
4: Evaluate each of the particle in the swarm;
5: Personal best position initialization: Pbest =
{pbest1, pbest2, ..., pbestpop}, pbesti = pi;
6: Initialize the external archive by non-dominated solutions;
7: Set t = 0;
8: For i = 1 to pop, do
9: Calculate new velocity v
(t+1)
i ;
10: Calculate new position p
(t+1)
i ;
11: Evaluate p
(t+1)
i ;
12: Update pbesti;
13: End for
14: Update the external archive by non-dominated solutions
maintaining with the new particles;
15: if s <= np
16: Improving s particles in the external archive using
local search;
17: else
18: Randomly improving np particles in the external
archive using local search;
19: End If
20: Control the archive size and select gbest for the swarm
from the external archive by crowding distance;
21: Stopping criteria: If t < maxgen, then t + + and go to
line 8); otherwise, stop the algorithm and output the result.
the diversity of the initial swarm (Algorithm 2: line 20).
The algorithm returns the result of initial population, which
consists of the heuristic solutions and randomly generated
solutions.
C. Edge centrality guided local search
The technique of local search (LS) has been increasingly
used to hybridize the evolutionary algorithms to find better
solutions. The LS method could find better PF by searching
in the neighborhood of the current solutions. In this paper,
we propose an edge centrality guided local search (ECLS)
to enhance the performance of MOPSOCD in the network
transport optimization problem. In ECLS, we redistribute the
values of elements in a selected current solution so that an edge
of larger betweenness has a larger weight. This redistribution
generates a neighboring solution of the current one, and the
neighbor will replace the current one if it dominates the latter.
In order to save the computation cost, the local search can
execute only on a part of solutions randomly selected from
the external archive. The idea of ECLS lies in that we set
6Algorithm 2 Hybrid initialization.
Input: The adjacency matrix of a network; the number of
edges: M ; the number of nodes: N , swarm size: pop.
Output: Initial population S.
1: For ω1 = 0.01 to 0.99
2: ω2 = 1− ω1;
3: Initial the weight of all edges: X(0) =(
x
(0)
1 , x
(0)
2 , · · · , x
(0)
M
)
, x
(0)
1 = x
(0)
2 = · · · = x
(0)
M ∈ (0, 1];
4: Calculate fin according to (8);
5: Set fbest = fin, count = 0;
6: Find the node with the largest routing betweenness
BLmax ;
7: Add a random decimal to every edge connected to
node Lmax: X
new = (xnew1 , x
new
2 , · · · , x
new
M );
8: Calculate fcurrent;
9: If fcurrent < fbest
10: count = count+ 1;
11: fbest = fcurrent;
12: X(count) = Xnew;
13: Go to line 6;
14: else
15: Stop;
16: End if
17: S(ω1,ω2) = X
(count);
18: End For
19: Randomly select nh (nh < pop) solutions among
S(ω1,ω2): Sh;
20: Randomly generate the remaining nr (nr = pop − nh)
solutions: Sr; the initial population S = Sh ∪ Sr.
large-betweenness edges, which are prone to be congested,
with large weights that the SWP routing strategy reduces the
dependence of these edges, and the transport performance
increases accordingly.
Based on our problem, we define the centrality of an
edge e(i, j) as the normalized arithmetic mean of the routing
betweenness of its two end nodes i and j,
ECe(i,j) =
Bi +Bj
2
∑N
t=1Bt
, (9)
where
∑N
t=1Bt represents the total routing betweenness of
nodes in the network. Note that there are many different
definitions of edge centrality in network science. For our
problem, we have tested many definitions and found that (9) is
the best form. Algorithm 3 depicts the pseudocode of ECLS.
D. Complexity analysis
1) Space complexity: Three main memorizers are needed for
NC-MOPSO. The first one is for storing the adjacency
matrix of a network, which has a space complexity of
O(N2), where N is the number of nodes in the network.
The second one is to store particles; its space complexity
is O(nd), where n and d are the number and dimension
of particles, respectively. The last one is for the external
archive, which has O(sd) space complexity, where s is
the size of the external archive. Note that the sizes of all
Algorithm 3 Edge-centrality guided local search.
Input: The adjacency matrix of a network; a particle z in the
external archive; the number of edges: M .
Output: A new particle znew.
1: Initial the adjacency matrix of a network according to
particle z;
2: Calculate the edge centrality according to (9): EC =
(EC1, EC2, · · · , ECM );
3: Reorder the elements of particle z that an element of larger
betweenness will has a larger weight value, and generate
a new particle: znei;
4: If znei is better than z
5: znew = znei;
6: End If
these memorizers are determined in the initialization and
will not increase with iterations.
2) Time complexity: The time complexity mainly lies in the
updating process in NC-MOPSO, which consists of ob-
jective function computation, local search, crowding dis-
tance computation, and nondominated comparison in the
population and external archive. The objective function
computation has O(mn) time complexity, wherem and n
are the numbers of objectives and particles, respectively.
The time complexity of the local search is O(d), where
d is the dimension of a particle. Sorting the solutions
with the crowing distance in the external archive has
O(mslogs) time complexity, where s is the size of the ex-
ternal archive. The time complexity for the nondominated
comparison is generally O(mns). Assuming that the size
of the external archive is proportional to the number
of particles, the time complexity for the nondominated
comparison will be O(mn2). Collectively, the overall
time complexity for each generation is O(mn2).
V. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
In this section, we assess the performance of NC-MOPSO
for network transport optimization. First, we introduce the
baseline algorithms and network data. Then, three performance
metrics and the parameter settings are given for the evaluation
of different MOEAs. Finally, we present the results of the
comparative experiments.
A. Baseline algorithms and test data
To show the performance of NC-MOPSO, we compare it
with the following baseline algorithms:
1) MOPSOCD [26], a popular MOEA, incorporates the
mechanism of crowding distance to handle the global
best selection and the filtering of nondominated solutions
when the external archive is full.
2) MOPSOCDELS [29], an improved version of MOP-
SOCD, employs the elitist learning strategy (ELS) to
avoid early convergence and improve the optimization
efficiency. The ELS adopts a Gaussian perturbation to
maintain the diversity of particles and is fairly effective
73) NSGA-II [10], one of the most popular MOEAs, selects
individuals according to Pareto dominance relation and
reproduces offspring iteratively. The main feature of this
algorithm is the elitist nondominated sorting, where the
crowding distance is used as a ranking criterion.
For fair comparison, we will conduct comparative
experiments on different types of networks. The data set
contains six undirected weighted networks; four of them are
generated by network models and the other two are real-world
networks. In particular, we employ two widely used network
models, i.e., the Barabasi-Albert (BA) model [32] and Watts-
strogatz (WS) model [33], to generate the scale-free networks
and small-world networks, respectively. The scale-free
networks exhibit the power-law degree distribution, in which
a small percent of nodes have much larger degree than the
others. While the small-world networks have approximately
exponential degree distribution and high clustering, which are
different from the scale-free networks. In addition, we select
two commonly used real-world networks, i.e., the power grid
(118-bus) and email network (email-enron-only) [34]. Table I
characterizes these networks with three quantities: the number
of nodes N , the number of edges M and the average degree
〈D〉 = 2M/N .
TABLE I
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF SIX TEST INSTANCES.
Instance N M 〈D〉
BA100 100 196 3.92
BA300 300 597 3.98
WS100 100 200 4
WS300 300 600 4
118-bus 118 179 3.03
email-enron-only 143 623 8.71
B. Performance metrics and parameter settings
To evaluate the performance of different algorithms, three
popular metrics are employed: hypervolume (HV) [35],
inverted generational distance (IGD) [36] and set coverage
(C-metric) [35]. HV and IGD can measure the quality of
the obtained PF from the perspectives of convergence and
diversity. C-metric allows the comparison of two solution sets
in terms of Pareto dominance.
The HV metric, as shown in (10), gives the volume that
is calculated by the solution set P and the reference point r.
The reference point adopted here is (min(λc),max(Havg)).
The larger value of HV indicates that the algorithm is more
capable to produce good-quality solutions.
The definition of IGD is provided in (11), where P ∗
denotes the true PF and P is an obtained solution set in
a MOP. d(p, P ) computes the smallest Euclidean distance
from p ∈ P ∗ to all points in P . The smaller value of
IGD is, the better solution is. Note that the true PFs of
real-world optimization problems are usually unknown. As
suggested in [37], the true PF can be approximated by
selecting nondominated solutions from all solutions obtained
by different MOEAs.
The C-metric C(P,Q) is defined as the percentage of
the solutions in Q dominated by at least one solution in
P (see (12)), where P and Q are two PFs. Assuming P ∗
is the true PF, the lower the value of C(P ∗, P ), the better P is.
HV {P, r} = V olume


|P |⋃
i=1
vi

 . (10)
IGD {P, P ∗} =
∑
p∈P∗ d (p, P )
|P ∗|
. (11)
C (P,Q) =
| {q ∈ Q|∃p ∈ P : p dominates q} |
|Q|
. (12)
The experiments are conducted by using MATLAB R2017a
on a computer, which has inter(R) Core(TM) i5-8300H with
2.30GHz speed and 8 GB of RAM. The parameters of all
MOEAs are shown in Table II. The first column presents the
names of the algorithms. The second column provides the
values for different parameters, where pop is the population
size and maxgen is the maximum number of iterations;
c1 and c2 are two acceleration coefficients for PSO-based
algorithms; pc and pm represent the crossover probability
and the mutation probability in NSGA-II, respectively. The
references for these parameter settings are given in the last
column.
For NC-MOPSO, we conduct the sensitivity test to select
the optimal values for c1, c2, and np, which are the most
important parameters in our algorithm. Table III shows the
performance of NC-MOPSO in terms of HV metric for
different c1 and c2 on BA100. It can be observed that NC-
MOPSO has the best performance when c1 = 1 and c2 = 2.
In addition, Fig. 2 shows the HV metric of NC-MOPSO
for different np values on BA100. It can be observed that
np = 10 is the best point corresponding to the largest value
of HV metric.
TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF THE ALGORITHMS.
Algorithms Parameters References
MOPSOCD & MOPSOCDELS pop = 100 [26]
c1 = 1
c2 = 1
ω = 0.4
maxgen = 1000
NC-MOPSOCD pop = 100
c1 = 1
c2 = 2
ω = 0.4
np = 10
maxgen = 1000
NSGA-II pop = 100 [10]
pc = 0.9
pm =
1
d
maxgen = 1000
8TABLE III
HV VALUES OBTAINED BY NC-MOPSOWITH DIFFERENT c1 AND c2
VALUES ON THE BA100 INSTANCE.
c1 c2 HV values
1 1 2.3859
1 1.5 2.3809
1 2 2.3997
1.5 1 2.3770
1.5 1.5 2.3586
1.5 2 2.3839
2 1 2.3526
2 1.5 2.3674
2 2 2.3648
0 10 20 30 40 50
n
p
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
1.4
1.6
H
V
Fig. 2. HV values obtained by NC-MOPSO with different np values on the
BA100 instance.
C. Performance evaluation
The results of comparative experiments are presented in
this section. Specifically, we shall first show the performance
of NC-MOPSO with different heuristic initialization rate
(HIR). Then, we give the performance comparison between
NC-MOPSO and three representative MOEAs.
In NC-MOPSO, the initial population is composed of
heuristic and random solutions. We study how the value
of IGD changes with HIR to obtain the best HIR setting.
The means and standard deviations of IGD over ten runs
of NC-MOPSO for different HIR values on six instances
are shown in Table IV, where HIR50 means 50% of initial
solutions are generated heuristically and so on. We can
see that the means of HIR50 and HIR100 are smaller than
HIR0 for all instances, which indicates that population with
heuristic initialization performs better than purely random
initialization. Furthermore, HIR50 shows advantage over
HIR100. In the case of totally randomly initialization, the
leaders (pbest and gbest) are not necessarily optimal, which
causes the other particles follow wrong directions. While in
the case of purely heuristic initialization, the particles are
prone to fall into the local optimum. The hybrid initialization
with heuristic and random solutions make a necessary
compromise between efficiency and diversity. Therefore, we
choose 50% as the most appreciate HIR.
TABLE IV
IGD (MEAN(STD)) FOR DIFFERENT HIR (HIR0, HIR50 AND HIR100) ON
EACH TEST INSTANCE.
Instance HIR0 HIR50 HIR100
BA100 1.20E-01(1.76E-02) 4.86E-03(5.89E-04) 6.12E-03(6.43E-04)
BA300 5.97E-01(3.35E-02) 7.92E-03(1.07E-03) 9.00E-03(8.32E-04)
WS100 3.45E-02(3.48E-03) 5.80E-03(7.01E-04) 6.56E-03(5.54E-04)
WS300 8.36E-02(1.81E-03) 2.02E-03(1.17E-04) 2.76E-03(5.20E-04)
118-bus 6.39E-03(4.24E-03) 3.72E-03(1.53E-03) 5.92E-03(8.03E-04)
email-enron-only 1.36E-01(2.70E-02) 1.18E-02(2.37E-03) 1.24E-02(2.20E-03)
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Fig. 3. The box-plot of the metric: IGD for all test instances.
Next, we compare NC-MOPSO with the baseline algorithms
on three popular metrics: IGD, C-metric and HV. For each
algorithm, all results are obtained by by averaging ten in-
dependent runs. The statistical results for the metrics IGD
and HV are presented in Table V and VI, respectively. For
each instance, we give the rank of the mean values of all the
algorithms. The data in square brackets are the ranks, while the
data in parentheses are the standard deviations. The Wilixon’s
rank sum test at a 5% significance level is conducted to test the
significance of the differences between the mean metric values
yielded by NC-MOPSO and the other comparison algorithms.
The symbols †, § and ≈ indicate that the performance of NC-
MOPSO is better than, worse than and similar to the baseline
algorithms, respectively. Table VII summarizes the overall
performance of all algorithms obtained via the Wilixon’s rank
sum test. Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show respectively the box
plots of IGD, C-metric and HV of each algorithm for six test
instances, where “-CD” and “-CDELS” represent MOPSOCD
and MOPSOCDELS, respectively.
9TABLE V
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON AMONG MOPSOCD, MOPSOCDELS, NSGA-II AND NC-MOPSO IN TERMS OF IGD (MEAN[RANK](STD)).
Instance MOPSOCD MOPSOCDELS NSGA-II NC-MOPSO
BA100 0.119†[4](0.0185) 0.0432†[2](0.0079) 0.0871†[3](0.0073) 0.0043[1](0.0006)
BA300 0.596†[4](0.0352) 0.4291†[3](0.0833) 0.2544†[2](0.0259) 0.0050[1](0.0028)
WS100 0.0344†[3](0.0036) 0.0233†[2](0.0058) 0.1265†[4](0.0312) 0.0048[1](0.0011)
WS300 0.0835†[3](0.002) 0.0634†[2](0.0108) 0.415†[4](0.0181) 0.0023[1](0.0007)
118-bus 0.0063†[3](0.0046) 0.0046≈[2]0.0054) 0.0224†[4](0.0095) 0.0028[1](0.0013)
email-enron-only 0.1359†[3](0.0297) 0.0839†[2](0.0362) 0.6867†[4](0.0967) 0.0115[1](0.0033)
†/§/ ≈ 6/0/0 5/0/1 6/0/0
TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON AMONG MOPSOCD, MOPSOCDELS, NSGA-II AND NC-MOPSO IN TERMS OF HV (MEAN[RANK](STD)).
Instance MOPSOCD MOPSOCDELS NSGA-II NC-MOPSO
BA100 0.7063†[4](0.0783) 1.2355†[3](0.054) 1.2365†[2](0.1246) 2.3908[1](0.0303)
BA300 0.2465†[4](0.0293) 0.348†[2](0.0085) 0.3183†[3](0.0264) 1.2367[1](0.0133)
WS100 1.1345†[4](0.0778) 1.2504†[2](0.0556) 1.2064†[3](0.1188) 2.1775[1](0.0791)
WS300 0.6289†[3](0.0205) 0.6811†[2](0.0229) 0.4462†[4](0.0288) 1.1972[1](0.034)
118-bus 0.1772†[4](0.0046) 0.1877†[3](0.0142) 0.2073≈[1]0.0166) 0.2067[2](0.0153)
email-enron-only 0.9448†[3](0.1675) 1.1566†[2](0.1459) 0.6574†[4](0.1145) 2.3763[1](0.0639)
†/§/ ≈ 6/0/0 6/0/0 5/0/1
TABLE VII
OVERALL PERFORMANCE OF FOUR ALGORITHMS ON SIX INSTANCES IN
TERMS OF IGD AND HV METRICS.
Mean rank Total †/§/ ≈
MOPSOCD 3.5 12/0/0
MOPSOCDELS 2.25 11/0/1
NSGA-II 3.16 11/0/1
NC-MOPSO 1.083 -
We note that, for IGD and C-metric, smaller values are
better, while for HV, bigger values are better. Based on
the statistical results in Table V-VII and Figs. 3-5, we can
see that, NC-MOPSO has a clear advantage over the other
three competitors on almost all test instances. Specifically, in
terms of IGD (see Table V and Fig. 3), NC-MOPSO has the
smallest value in all test instances, which means it has the best
performance among all algorithms. The poor IGD results of
MOPSO and NSGA-II indicate that their solutions have small
diversity, though they have good convergence. For C-metric
(see Fig. 4), NC-MOPSO has a value smaller than 1 for all test
instances, which means part of the solutions obtained by NC-
MOPSO cannot be dominated by the true PF. MOPSOCD and
NSGA-II perform relatively poor because the corresponding
C-metric values are always 1 for all instances, which means
all the solutions they obtained will be dominated by the true
PF. With regard to the HV metric (see Table VI and Fig. 5),
NC-MOPSO is also superior to the other three algorithms on
most of the test instances. Note that for the 118-bus network,
NSGA-II and NC-MOPSO perform statistically similar.
The mean rank and the total count of †/§/≈ (Table VII)
show that NC-MOPSO outperforms all other compared algo-
rithms. Furthermore, with the aim of highlighting the superior-
ity of NC-MOPSO, we randomly select the nondominated so-
lutions of a single run of all algorithms for each instance, and
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Fig. 4. The box-plot of the metric: C-metric for all test instances.
present graphic representations in Fig. 6. It can be observed
from the distribution of the nondominated solutions that NC-
MOPSO obtains higher quality solutions than the others.
Moreover, we analyze the convergence of all MOEAs on
a single run. The results are shown in Fig. 7, where we use
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Fig. 5. The box-plot of the metric: HV for all test instances.
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Fig. 6. Nondominated solutions of a single run of all the algorithms for each
instance.
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Fig. 7. Convergence analysis of all the algorithms for each instance.
the HV metric as the indicator. We can see that all MOEAs
generally have good convergence in terms of HV, and only
have slight degradation occasionally. Overall, the comparative
experiments demonstrate that NC-MOPSO achieves not only
high-quality PFs but also good convergence property. The
good performance of NC-MOPSO is mainly owing to the
following two facts:
1) A heuristic hybrid initialization is designed to generate
high-quality initial solutions.
2) An edge centrality guided local search is employed to
expand the search space and improve the quality of
current solutions.
VI. CONCLUSION
In summary, we formulate a dual optimization problem,
which is applicable to a wide range of transport processes in
real-word networks. In this problem, we aim at exploring the
best compromise of enhancing network capacity and reducing
average number of hops. In particular, we propose a network
centrality guided MOPSO, i.e., NC-MOPSO, to solve this
problem. In this algorithm, a hybrid initialization mechanism
is employed to provide high-quality initial solutions, and an
edge-centrality guided local search is provided to enhance
the exploration of search space. We conduct extensive experi-
ments to demonstrate the performance of NC-MOPSO. The
results show that NC-MOPSO outperforms several popular
MOEAs in network transport optimization. We believe that
11
NC-MOPSO can be further improved with additional problem-
specific knowledge.
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